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Memorandum of Understanding
This Memorandum of Understanding intends to set out the general principles of cooperation.

According to which the sides may jointly identify areas of mutual interest and carry out

cooperative activities based on reciprocity and mutual benefits. It is utterly important to have

complete disclosure of all the terms to maintain transparent and strong relations. We hope

that the relations that we build will strengthen with time and benefit us in short as well the

long run.

The following has been mutually agreed upon by the below mentioned parties:

PARTY 1: Enactus BRAC

PARTY 2: LWT Business PVT LTD

Clause: Should there be a dispute relating to any aspect of academic cooperation, it
will be jointly resolved in a spirit of independence, mutual respect and shared
responsibility.

Deliverables:

From LWT Business PVT LTD

1. Flight Ticket Scholarship to Singapore to attend
ISET 2024 to Winners + Runners Up(around 10-12
Tickets max)
2. Provide Case Study Materials
3. Will provide database of Judges and speakers (2 in number related to
business/management) for the event.



From Enactus BRAC:

1. One social media post with LWT as our Ecosystem Partner
2. Details of the winners and participants as in Ph no., Email ID post week event completion.
3. Presence of company's logo on all banners, posters, and our website.

Duration:
The MoU shall become effective upon signature by the authorized officials of both parties and
will remain in effect until terminated by any one of the partners by mutual consent.
In the absence of mutual agreement by the authorized officials of both the parties, this MoU
shall end and become ineffective after 1 year or with the end of the current session 2024-25.
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